In the end of August 2009, an unusually elevated level of influenza-like illness (ILI) activity was reported to the French Sentinel Network. We quantified the observed excess in ILI cases in France during summer 2009 and characterised age patterns in reported cases.
Early estimates of 2009 pandemic influenza A(H1N1) virus activity in general practice in
France: incidence of influenza-like illness and age distribution of reported cases C Turbelin (turbelin@u707.jussieu.fr) 1, 2 The objective of the present study was to quantify the excess in ILI cases in France during the 2009 summer and to examine age patterns in the reported cases using, for comparison, data reported to a long-running routine surveillance system.
Method

Sentinel network and estimation of ILI incidence
Sentinel GPs report ILI cases to the FSN in real time. The ILI case definition is sudden onset of fever (39°C or above) with myalgia and respiratory signs [1] . Weekly ILI incidence is estimated using the average number of ILI cases reported by GPs, and then extrapolated to national ILI incidence using the ratio of all French GPs to participating sentinel GPs [2] .
Characteristics of the GPs in the Sentinel Network are similar to those of all French GPs as regards the regional distribution, the proportion of GPs in rural practice and the type of practice [3] . For a given week, an excess in ILI incidence was defined when the observed incidence was above Q 95 . The number of excess cases was calculated as the difference between the observed and expected incidences. The inferior bound (respectively superior bound) of this excess was calculated as the difference between the observed incidence and Q 95 (respectively Q 5 ) .
Expected and excess ILI cases
Relative cumulated incidence according to age
Incidence according to age was determined by apportioning extrapolated cases according to the age distribution in reported cases, using the following age groups: <5 years, 5-17, 18-49, 50-64 and 65 years. However, it is difficult to compare directly these incidences with past epidemics as the A(H1N1) pandemic is still in its early phase. Therefore, we extracted the age pattern of reported cases by computing relative incidence rates as the ratio of incidence in an age group to incidence in the whole population. Relative incidences larger than 1 indicate that the corresponding age class experienced larger incidence than the population as a whole.
The relative cumulated incidence rates according to age of ILI cases were calculated for: a) the current period, b) the same weeks in the past years and c) the past seasonal epidemic periods, as determined by the FSN and d) the 1986-7 and 1988-9 seasonal epidemics during which influenza A(H1N1) virus was the predominant circulating influenza virus (5).
Results
As shown in Figure 1 , the current estimated ILI incidence has been in excess of reported ILI cases minus the expected 53,485 over the period).
The median age of ILI reported cases was 26 years (range: 1-103 years), and 48%
were male. Compared to weeks 28 to 37 of past years since 1985, age group-relative incidence rates of ILI between weeks 28 and 37 of 2009 were greater among subjects less than 18 years old and smaller in those older than 65 years ( Figure 2A ).
Compared to past epidemic periods and A(H1N1) epidemics, age group-relative incidence rates of ILI between weeks 28 and 37 of 2009 was higher among subjects less than 5 years of age and lower among subjects aged 5 to 17 years ( Figure 2B ).
Discussion
An excess of 270,000 ILI cases has been reported to the French Sentinel Network As reported in other countries, a relatively higher incidence of 2009 pandemic influenza A(H1N1) virus infection is observed in the young. In most reports, the increased incidence among young subjects could be ascribed to case finding and ascertainment, with more young people being tested, for example as part of outbreaks of influenza in schools (7-9). Cases seen by the sentinel network GPs may provide a better picture of what is happening in the population at large. Using the same definition as before makes it possible to compare the current situation with the past.
The data confirmed and quantified an epidemic of ILI that started during the recent summer months in France, and had never been observed in the previous 25 years, with an agespecific incidence different from previous epidemic periods. These preliminary data highlight the heavy burden of this ILI epidemic on small children, relatively to older persons. (10).
